


Jeffrey Scudder
Find an image of a knockoff game console.



Jeffrey Scudder
Goldsmith's work could be described as adding distance through reproduction, injection of an aura.



Jeffrey Scudder
The aura maintains its qualities over time, and over distance. In a way, goldsmith is an archivist with his literature. Transforming forgettable ephemera (with powerful auras) into art simply through an act of displaced representation. The magician in me would like to point out that Kenneth's mode of production (retyping the content, rather than copying and pasting) adds to the meaning, reception, and overall value of the work.



Jeffrey Scudder
Videogames, computers - could be said the same thing - software. Interactive computing machines.

Jeffrey Scudder
grand theft auto, it is when computers are used to simulate the supernatural, and the unreal, then they are their closest to art.

Jeffrey Scudder
Until we have a quantum recording device, the game actor's performance is often split between the work of multiple artists, modelers, and voice actors. Each character in a AAA game is the result of a collaborative effort. Computer game characters in games that allow the user to have some autonomy over navigating their spatial environment, retrieve some qualities of stage acting. That of the "total" performance, that can't be cut or edited. This is why most modern game characters fail, because the techniques used to create their presence are based on film conventions and not stage conventions. Game actors regain the opportunity to adjust to the player/audience in realtime. 



Jeffrey Scudder
What does he mean here by beautiful semblence? Does software retrieve this quality, with it's complexity and it's requirement to "work".





Jeffrey Scudder
And software is even more piecemeal. A game like Myst is one of the first to deeply penetrate reality for all aspects of it's environments. The creators took photographs of their immediate environment in order to use the data directly in the game.
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The way we watch our films and play our games is becoming more personal, as the markets have shown. Everyone must have their own account with their own curated selection of licensed products for personal use.



Jeffrey Scudder
And with games we have the semiotic unconscious?
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One might say that the genius of james joyce was that he skipped an entire artform, straining literature to produce the effects we now take for granted with hypermedia.

Jeffrey Scudder
Interactive software retrieves this lost quality of film, by giving the user some autonomy or control over the pacing and display of what s/he sees.
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and software actually takes this statement and turns it from a cute, poetic remark, to a grounded observation. A software developer, once finished with a piece of software, can interact with the system of his own making, toying with its structure. (A physically manifested structure of the developer's own thought.)
















